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ronmental monitoring [2], social networking [3], network calibration and localization [4]-[12], spectrum sensing and resource
scheduling [13]. Distributed signal processing techniques [4][23] enable the network to self-learn its own state and selforganize without the support of any central aggregation unit,
also in critical dynamic scenarios, facilitating energy-efficient,
high-throughput and low-latency network communications [24].
Knowledge of the channel quality information over the links
[19]-[20] is fundamental to set-up cooperative communications
as well as physical network coding techniques [25]-[28], or to
design efficient resource sharing strategies [29]-[30].
This paper is focused on the distributed estimation of key
environment-dependent parameters that characterize the channel responses of the different links of a static D2D network. As
illustrated in Fig. 1-(a), the channel response among interconnected nodes (in visibility or paired by any access control policy)
varies significantly from link to link. Propagation is affected by
path-loss and static multi-path conditions that are spatially varying (spatial fading), depending on the link distance and on the
configuration of the surrounding fixed scattering/absorbing objects. Fluctuations over time (temporal fading) of the received
signal strength (RSS) are modelled as log-Rician due to perturbations induced by people or objects moving in the environment
[5], [31] as illustrated in Fig. 1-(b) for selected links.
Even though the channel response is link-dependent, we prove
that some site-specific features, shared by all links of the network, can be captured by a common stochastic model, and in
turn estimated during network calibration. Here, we propose to
employ the average consensus approach [16]-[19], that is based
on successive refinements of local estimates at nodes and information exchange with neighbours, to cooperatively estimate a
set of common channel parameters. In order to limit the communication overhead, as crucial requirement in energy-aware
network protocols, we consider the exchange of parameter estimates among nodes rather than correlation data as in some
conventional methods [19], [20]. As detailed in the following
section, a new class of distributed weighted-consensus strategies is introduced to enable the convergence to the equivalent
centralized estimate that would be obtained by a fusion center
aggregating and processing all data in the network.
A relevant application that can benefit from the knowledge of the multi-link channel model is network-localization
that infers the overall network topology distributedly by the
nodes, i.e., only from local channel observations. System validation on real data shows that the proposed stochastic channel
model, paired with an ad-hoc weighted-consensus strategy to account for the non-linear nature of the localization problem, can
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Abstract—Recent advances of hardware design and radio technologies have opened the way for an emerging category of networkenabled smart physical devices as a result of convergence in
computing and wireless communication capabilities. Inspired by
biological interactions, distributed processing of data collected
by individual devices is now becoming crucial to let the nodes
self-learn relevant network-state information and self-organize
without the support of a central unit. Focus of this paper is twofold.
First, a novel network channel model tailored for dense deployments is developed and validated on real data. The model describes
relevant channel features that are representative of site-specific
static/dynamic multipath fading and are shared by all links of a
network. Second, a new class of distributed weighted-consensus
strategies is introduced to support distributed network calibration
and localization in device-to-device networks. Network calibration
allows the devices to self-learn the common channel parameters
by successive refinements of local estimates and peer-to-peer
information exchange. Network-localization enables each node to
acquire augmented information about the whole network topology
by distributed learning from local channel observations. The
proposed distributed algorithms guarantee a fast convergence and
can replace conventional centralized schemes. An experimental
case study is discussed in a representative indoor environment for
the purpose of system validation. Experimental results show that
the proposed method can significantly improve the performance
of conventional solutions.

Index Terms—Distributed estimation, consensus algorithms,
channel modelling, network localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

IEE

VER the last years, several studies have begun to apply
bio-inspired techniques [1] to wireless device-to-device
(D2D) networks, where multiple agents are able, by simple local processing tasks and mutual interaction, to reach a global
consensus on a complex estimation problem in a fully decentralized way. Methods have been successfully applied to envi-
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cal processing and interactions with neighbours. The goal is in
general to infer some application-related parameters, or patterns
of interest, that are hidden in the data jointly observed by the
nodes. In the proposed scenario, distributed processing allows
the nodes to self-disclose the relationship between the power
fading statistics and the terminal locations, and then to exploit
this interaction for network localization purposes.
In static indoor environments, the power-location relationship
can be parameterized in terms of path-loss and Rician K-factor,
which describe the spatial and temporal fading over multiple
links [32]. Since coverage and accuracy in network localization
are both limited by the harsh propagation conditions, cooperative methods could benefit from the distributed estimation
of these channel features. By exploiting range measurements
between neighbours, cooperative localization [9] not only facilitates the positioning of unknown devices that do not have
sufficient anchors within communication range, but it also improves the location accuracy of the whole network. Moreover,
RSS-based systems require no additional hardware and hence
are suitable for low-complexity D2D networks [33].
Existing RSS-based localization methods [21], [34], [35],
[36], consider only path-loss models and do not exploit the fluctuation of RSS for positioning. Distributed estimation is mostly
accomplished by incremental algorithms [22], diffusion strategies [23], alternating direction methods of multipliers (ADMM)
[37]-[39], belief propagation (BP) [8]-[9] or consensus-based
algorithms [16]-[18]. Incremental algorithms can achieve the
centralized system performance, but require the nodes to set up
a cyclic path that runs across the network, which is in general an
NP-hard problem, and are sensitive to node failures. On the other
hand, diffusion strategies are attractive since they are scalable,
robust and enable network adaptation [23]. ADMM is a distributed convex optimization technique, quite simple to be implemented, but very slow in convergence when a high accuracy is
required [40]-[41]. In addition, it requires a considerable amount
of signalling for managing the ADMM local variables [38].
Distributed algorithms based on the maximum likelihood (ML)
criterion [7], [21], [37] and convex optimization [38]-[39], [42]
have also been proposed for sensor localization. The ML estimator has the advantage of being asymptotically unbiased and
consistent. It can be implemented with iterative search methods, such as Gauss-Newton or steepest descent, for handling the
non-linearity of the localization problem [21]. Convex optimization approaches rely on relaxation techniques, such as semidefinite programming (SDP) or second-order cone programming
(SOCP) [39], [42], and do not need any particular initialization. The drawback is that, even when the original problem is
uniquely solvable, the relaxed problem may not be [42]. In [23],
diffusion extended and unscented Kalman filters for non-linear
systems have been designed and applied to solve localization
problems. BP-based algorithms [8]-[9] are attractive because of
their high accuracy and distributed implementation. On the other
hand, the repeated exchange and update of belief functions requires significant communication/computation overhead, which
limits their practical application in large-scale low-power networks. Consensus methods, with linearized modelling and internode exchange of parameter estimates rather than beliefs, are
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Fig. 1. Moment-based channel modelling for static wireless networks: (a)
network layout with fixed/moving objects generating static/dynamic multipath
fading; (b) log-Rician distribution of the instantaneous power RSSi j (t) over
three different links; (c) RSS moments vs. the link distance.

significantly improve the performance of conventional network
localization in practical indoor scenarios. Localization performances are corroborated in both simulated and experimental
settings, and they are compared to those of conventional consensus algorithms [16], in terms of accuracy and convergence
rate.
A. Related Works
With the development of large-scale D2D networks, centralized algorithms revealed to be unfeasible for in-network data
processing. In fact, their performance is penalized by latency
and communication/computational overhead required for data
aggregation/processing at the fusion center that badly scale
with the network size. Distributed methods [4]-[23] have become more attractive, as they enable inference by simple lo-
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more suited for the considered application. However, consensus
processing needs to be carefully designed in order to guarantee
convergence with reduced signalling and limited connectivity
between nodes, which easily leads to under-determined local
settings.
B. Original Contributions
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The original contribution of this work is twofold: first, a novel
channel model is developed to describe the relationship between
the RSS statistics and the node locations; second, a new class
of weighted-consensus algorithms is proposed to let the nodes
self-learn this model, and use it for self-network localization in
scenarios with limited connectivity. The two contributions are
detailed in the following.
The proposed stochastic propagation model is presented and
validated on real data in Section II: it focuses on the first two moments of the log-Rician distribution RSS fRSS i j (r) in Fig. 1-(b)
(namely the mean Pij and variance Σij , in logarithm domain)
versus the links ij, and particularly it shows how these moments
relate to the D2D distances Dij, as well as to site-specific features. The normal path-loss model for Pij with average lineardecaying in the log-distance is widely acknowledged in the literature [43]. However, no quantitative model has been proposed
for the RSS variance yet. Starting from previous results on the
characterization of the Rician K factor [20], [29], here we prove
that both Pij and Σij have linearly related trend versus the logdistance (respectively, decreasing and increasing, see Fig. 1-(c),
and they exhibit spatial fluctuations reasonably modelled as
jointly-Gaussian and negatively-correlated. With respect to [20],
[29], the new framework models the RSS moments rather than
the Rician K factor, as RSS statistics are easier to extract from
radio devices and routinely employed in radio calibration procedures [31]. The new model, herein referred to as moment-based
network channel model, is validated on real data obtained from
an ad-hoc experimental study in indoor environments. The linear
regressors (i.e., the two lines in Fig. 1-(c)) and the corresponding
spatial spreads (σP and σΣ in Fig. 1-(c)) depend on the density
of the fixed/moving scatterers or absorbers in the propagation
area, and are environment-dependent parameters - common to
all of the links in the network - that can be self-learned by the
nodes through distributed processing methods.
For distributed network calibration and inference of common
channel features (Section III), two new weighted consensus
methods are proposed in Section IV. The weighted-average
consensus (WAC) algorithm weights the data provided by
neighbouring nodes in such a way as to reach the centralized
performance with minimal information exchange. It can be
seen as an extension of the continuous-time approach [17] to
a general discrete-time vector-parameter estimation problem.
The second algorithm, called weighted-average consensus with
accuracy exchange (WAC-AE), adds some accuracy-related information exchange to properly account for the different degree
of reliability when fusing the estimates from different nodes.
The WAC-AE method is shown to be more effective in boosting
the convergence than the WAC algorithm, allowing to closely
attain the global estimate even in case of undetermined local set-
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Fig. 2. Static wireless mesh network: testing scenario over an indoor area at
DEIB, Politecnico di Milano (top); temporal and spatial RSS fading observed
over the three selected links highlighted with corresponding colours (bottom).

tings. Conditions for convergence of the proposed methods are
derived analytically. Performances are analyzed in terms of convergence speed, estimate accuracy, complexity and communication overhead, using experimental data for validation beyond
theory.
The proposed moment-based channel model and distributed
inference algorithms are finally tailored to the problem of network localization, for the estimation of the network topology
from local samples of RSS mean and variance. An iterative Gauss-Newton approach is combined with the weightedconsensus iterations for handling the non-linear nature of the
localization problem (Section V), while the WAC-AE method
is used for solving under-determined local estimation problems
that arise due to limited connectivity and/or availability of reference nodes. Existing methods routinely employ D2D ranging
based on mean-RSS observations, using the conventional pathloss model and assuming the RSS spread as constant over the
links [6]-[7], [21], [34]. Other methods employ fingerprinting
approaches with time-consuming precalibration procedures to
link the RSS fingerprints (mean and/or variance) to the node positions [44]. On the other hand, the moment-based model herein
introduced allows to augment the localization performance providing an analytical framework for relating both the mean (Pij )
and variance (Σij ) of the RSS observations to the D2D distances, taking into account not only the average path-loss, but
also the degree of the power fluctuation for inferring the mutual
distances between the nodes. An experimental assessment of the
proposed distributed network localization algorithm is carried
out in Section VI considering the representative indoor scenario
in Fig. 2.
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II. MOMENT-BASED NETWORK CHANNEL MODEL
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Notation: Throughout this paper, we use upper-case bold type
for matrices, lower-case bold type for vectors, regular type for
scalars. Im denotes the m dimensional identity matrix, 1m is
the vector with all entries equal to 1, while 0 denotes all-zero
matrix whose size depends on the context. For a given vector x,
xT denotes its transpose, kxk denotes its Frobenius norm and
kxkA the Frobenius norm weighted by a positive definite matrix
A > 0. The eigenvalues of the matrix A are denoted by λ(A).
For symmetric matrices A and B, A ≥ B means that A − B is
positive semidefinite. The Kronecker product is denoted by ⊗,
while |M| denotes the cardinality of a set M. x ∼ N (µ, σ 2 )
stands for a Gaussian-distributed random variable x with mean
µ and variance σ 2 . Et [x(t)] and Vart [x(t)] denote respectively
the mean and variance of the variable x over time t.

A. RSS Moment Modelling

Fig. 3. RSS variance V i j vs. K-factor K i j for a Rician fading link ij: analytical relationship and experimental {V i j , K i j } values obtained from real RSS
observations by computing the sample variance and estimating the K factor
through least-square fitting with the Rician pdf.

Vij = Vart [RSSij (t)] = Vart [δij (t)], over the links (i, j) of the
network, and particularly how they relate to the distances Dij
(based on the network topology). The mean term Pij accounts
for the effects of fixed scattering/absorbing objects that influence
the static multipath component [29], whereas the variance Vij
is due to moving scatterers/absorbers, as shown in Fig. 2.
According to the log-normal shadowing assumption for nij
in (2), the spatial fluctuations of the RSS mean Pij over link
(i, j) are Gaussian:

EP

We consider a wireless mesh network (as exemplified in
Fig. 2-top) with N spatially dispersed but fixed radio devices,
linked together through a random connection topology. Since
the devices are fixed, the flat-fading channel observed between
any two nodes can be characterized by a static (i.e., temporally
invariant) component accounting for static multipath and pathloss effects, and a dynamic component modelling the temporal
fading generated by moving scatterers/absorbers in the area.
These features are here analyzed in terms of moments of the
RSS distribution (Pij an Vij in Fig. 2-bottom). In the following, we focus on modelling the variations over the links (spatial
fading) of these channel statistics, proposing a new analytical framework (Section II-A), and the corresponding validation
based on experimental data (Section II-B).

IEE

g ij (t) [mW], for the
The instantaneous power at time t, RSS
link between nodes i and j can be modelled as [43]:
µ
¶γ P
D0
g
g
RSSij (t) = RSS0
ñij δ̃ij (t)
(1)
Dij

g 0 is the received power at reference distance D0 , γP
where RSS
is the path-loss index, ñij is the log-normal shadowing term and
δ̃ij (t) is the temporal fast-fading. By converting the RSS in dB
g ij (t), with proper mapping of
scale, RSSij (t) = 10 log10 RSS
terms, we get:
µ
¶
Dij
RSSij (t) = µP ,0 − 10γP log10
+ nij + δij (t), (2)
D0

where µP ,0 is the average received power [dBm] at the reference distance D0 , nij ∼ N (0, σP2 ) is the normal shadowing term with zero mean and standard deviation σP [dB],
δij (t) = 10 log10 δ̃ij (t) ∼ LR(0, Kij ) is the temporal fading
here assumed as log-Rician with zero mean and K-factor
Kij [dB]. The K factor measures the power ratio between the
static and dynamic channel components (see Appendix A for
Rician modelling review).
The model herein proposed describes the changes of the RSS
statistics, namely the mean Pij = Et [RSSij (t)] and the variance

Pij ∼ N (µP (Dij ) , σP2 ),

(3)

with spread σP depending on the specific environment. Mean
value is linearly decaying with the link log-distance according
to the path-loss function:
µ
¶
Dij
µP (Dij ) = µP ,0 − 10γP log10
.
(4)
D0

As concerns the RSS variance, no quantitative model has
been proposed in the literature to represent this channel feature.
Some insight can be gained from the experimental analysis in
[29], showing that the K factor Kij is Gaussian distributed over
the space, and decreasing on average with the link log-distance;
furthermore, Kij is proved to be negatively correlated to Pij .
Here we investigate the RSS variance distribution, by considering the
R relationship Kij = K(Vij ) between the RSS variance
Vij = (r − Pij )2 fRSS i j (r)dr and the K factor Kij (see the
Appendix A for the probability density function (pdf) fRSS i j (r)
of the Log-Rice variable RSSij (t)). By numerical integration,
we get the function Kij = K(Vij ) that is illustrated in Fig. 3
(solid line) and validated in the same figure by measurements
as described in Section II-B. The K-factor Kij has been estimated by minimizing the L2 norm of the difference between
the experimental and theoretical pdf of the instantaneous received power RSSij (t), expressed in dBm. The variance ranges
from 0 dB in the LOS case (for Kij −→ +∞ dB, non-fading
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channel) to 30 dB in NLOS (for Kij −→ −∞ dB, Rayleigh fading). As confirmed by the experimental data superimposed in
the figure, typical K-factor observed in static network scenarios
is above 2 dB, while for larger values it linearly scales with the
log-variance Σij = log(Vij ). Experiments confirm that the RSS
log-variance Σij can be effectively modelled as Gaussian:
Σij ∼ N (µΣ (Dij ) , σΣ2 ),

(5)
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with standard deviation σΣ [logdB] and mean µΣ (Dij ) linearly
increasing with the link log-distance:
µ
¶
Dij
,
(6)
µΣ (Dij ) = µΣ,0 − 10γΣ log10
D0

with environment-dependent regressor µΣ,0 and γΣ ≤ 0, similarly to (4). Note that the parameters {µΣ,0 , γΣ , σΣ } are
environment-specific and depend on the spatial density of the
moving scatterers/absorbers in the space (e.g., σΣ = 0 for static
environments without any moving objects, whereas σΣ > 0 and
γΣ ≪ 0 for high spatial density of moving objects).
The mean Pij and the log-variance Σij of the RSS of a D2D
link (i, j) are thereby jointly Gaussian distributed,
·
¸
Pij
(7)
yij =
∼ N (µ (Dij ) , QP Σ ),
Σij

EP

with mean value and covariance matrix:
¸
¸
·
·
µP (Dij )
σP2 ρσP σΣ
µ (Dij ) =
; QPΣ =
, (8)
ρσP σΣ σΣ2
µΣ (Dij )
where ρ is the negative cross-correlation according to [29].
B. Model Validation on Real Data

IEE

The stochastic propagation model (7) has been validated on
experimental data collected by measurement campaigns carried
out in the indoor scenario in Fig. 2 (DEIB, Politecnico di Milano). The proposed setting will also serve as a reference case
study for the distributed calibration and localization methods
defined in the following sections. RSS measurements have been
recorded from N = 17 devices over mixed LOS/NLOS links
to cover a 20 m × 50 m indoor area consisting of 26 office
blocks of 3 m × 6 m each. Radio modules used for the experiments comply with the Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area
Network (LR-WPAN) standard IEEE 802.15.4-2011 [33] and
provide different programmable high-power modes with maximum transmit power of 18 dBm, while the minimum received
power is −98 dBm [45]. For each link (i, j), RSS measurements
are collected with sampling time 300 ms and over 3 pre-defined
channels with center frequencies {2.405, 2.425, 2.45} GHz
(standard compliant channels 11, 15 and 20). Considering all of the frequencies, M0 = 15 samples of RSS mean
(m )
(m )
0
and variance {Pij , Σij }M
m = 1 are estimated for each link
from independent RSS measurements (using RSS data-sets of
2000 samples).
The mean functions µP (Dij ) and µΣ (Dij ) for linear approximations (4) and (6) have been estimated by a linear
(m )
(m )
least squares regression of estimated samples {Pij , Σij }
over the logarithmic distances log(Dij /D0 ) with D0 = 1 m.

Fig. 4. Linear regression of RSS mean {P i j } (top) and log-variance {Σ i j }
(bottom) from data and estimated mean function, respectively µ P (D i j ) and
µ Σ (D i j ), vs. log-distance.

The resulting linear functions are in Fig. 4, with experimental parameters: µP ,0 = −27.29 dB, γP = 3.41, µΣ,0 = −0.877
logdB2 , γΣ = −0.721. The figure also shows the measurements
of RSS mean and variance, with marker identifying the frequency and colour identifying the link. As expected, increasing
the distance leads, on average, to a decrease of the RSS mean and
a corresponding increase of the RSS log-variance. Dispersion
around these linear trends is shown to be approximately constant. The distribution of the deviations of the RSS mean and
log-variance to the corresponding distance-dependent ensemble
means are shown in Fig. 5 for all of the links in the network, and
all available time samples. The spread of values observed over
the same link on different frequencies (i.e., values plotted with
equal colour but different marker) is due to the static multipath.
The covariance QP Σ has been obtained by computing variances
(m )
(m )
and covariances of {Pij − µP (Dij )} and {Σij − µΣ (Dij )}
from the available set of data. The resulting experimental values
are: σP = 9.11 dB, σΣ = 3.584 logdB2 e ρ = −0.38. The zeromean Gaussian distribution fitting the collected data is shown in
Fig. 5 by the equi-density contours associated to 39% and 95%
confidence levels.
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The above model will be tailored for the solution of two
different inference problems, as detailed below.
In moment-based network calibration, we will first investigate the estimation of the environment-dependent parameters
that identify the propagation in the network area. Assuming
the knowledge of the mutual distance Dij = ||qi − qj ||
between the nodes, according to the channel model (7)-(8),
we can write (9) as a function of the p = 4 linear regressors
θ = [µP ,0 , γP , µΣ,0 , γΣ ]T of the ensemble mean functions.
The model hi (θ) = Hi θ in this case is linear:
yi = Hi θ + ni ,
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Fig. 5. Zero-mean bivariate Gaussian distribution fitting from experimental
data, after mean removal according to Fig. 4.

III. INFERENCE PROBLEM FORMULATION

(11)
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Let N nodes be deployed over a two-dimensional space, at positions qi = [qi1 qi2 ]T ∈ R2 , i = 1, . . . , N , and interconnected
through bidirectional links, the network is modelled as a
connected undirected graph, G = (V, E), with vertices V =
{1, . . . , N } representing the nodes and edges E ⊆ V × V representing the links between nodes. The set of neighbours for
node i ∈ V is denoted as Ni = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E}, its cardinality, or node degree, as di = |Ni | and the maximum degree as
∆ = maxi di . The N × N symmetric adjacency matrix of the
graph G is A = [aij ] with aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E (i.e., if node j
/ E. The Laplacommunicates with node i) and aij = 0 if (i, j) ∈
cian matrix is L = D − A, where D = diag(d1 , . . . , dN ) is the
matrix degree of the graph.
In the following, we focus on the estimation over the graph G
of p real-valued parameters, θ = [θ1 · · · θp ]T , that rule the multilink channel responses according to the model in Section II,
starting from the local measurements of RSS moments collected
by the nodes. Node i ∈ V performs M0 independent measurements of RSS mean and variance (e.g., over different channels)
on links to each neighbour j ∈ Ni = {j1 , . . . , jd i }, the mth
measurement being modelled according to (7):
#
"
(m )
Pij
(m )
(m )
(m )
= µ (Dij ) + nij = hij (θ) + nij , (9)
yij =
(m )
Σij

eT
with Hi = [1TM 0 ⊗ HTij 1 · · · 1TM 0 ⊗ HTij d ]T , Hij = I2 ⊗ h
ij
i
e ij = [1, 10 log10 (Dij /D0 )]T . We will first consider
and h
the estimation of θ for unknown QP Σ (i.e., assuming ni as
uncorrelated)
© and thenª derive the estimate of the covariance
parameters σP2 , σΣ2 , ρ .
Next, in moment-based network localization, we will
consider the inverse problem of the estimation of the
network topology (i.e., the positions of all nodes) by
each node, assuming the environmental-dependent parameters {µP ,0 , γP , µΣ,0 , γΣ , σP , σΣ , ρ} as known (e.g., estimated
by a pre-calibration procedure carried out by a subset of
nodes of known positions). The nodes to be localized are
i = 1, . . . , Nu , while the remaining Na = N − Nu are reference nodes of known positions (anchors). The inference problem is now the estimation of the p = 2Nu location coordinates
(m )
θ = [qT1 · · · qTN u ]T from the D2D measurements yij of RSS
mean and variance taken over the links with i ≤ Nu and j ≤ Nu
(links between pairs of anchors are discarded as irrelevant). The
problem is formulated expressing each measurement (9) as a
function of the nodes’ (i, j) locations through the distances, as
hij (θ) = µ(||qi − qj ||) with function µ (Dij ) defined in (8).
Note that hi (θ) is now non-linear in the unknown locations θ.
In Section IV we first discuss the solution of the linear problem (11) for network calibration. The extension to the more
general non-linear setting (10) for network localization is in
Section V.

(m )

with nij ∼ N (0, QP Σ ), m = 1, . . . , M0 . Each measurement
is related to the unknowns θ through the mean µ (Dij ) =
hij (θ), as detailed hereinafter. The overall set of Mi = 2di M0
observations for node i is collected into the Mi × 1 vector
(1)T
(M )T
(1)T
(M )T
yi = [yij 1 · · · yij 1 0 · · · yij d · · · yij d 0 ]T ,
i

yi = hi (θ) + ni ,

i

(10)

with Mi × 1 deterministic function hi (θ) = [1TM 0 ⊗
hTij 1 (θ) · · · 1TM 0 ⊗ hTij (θ)]T relating the measurements to the
di

unknowns. Noise is ni ∼ N (0, Qi ) with Qi = Id i M 0 ⊗ QP Σ .

IV. LINEAR ESTIMATION METHODS FOR NETWORK
CALIBRATION
A. Centralized ML Estimation
In a centralized approach, each node i is required to transmit
its own measurements yi to a fusion center that aggregates all
{yi } to estimate the common set θ. The centralized (or global)
maximum likelihood (ML) estimate is obtained as weighted
sum [46]:

−1
N
N
X
X

θ̂ M L = 
HTj Q−1
H
HTi Q−1
(12)
j
j
i yi ,
j=1

i= 1

whose covariance, in this linear setting, is:


CM L , cov(θ M L ) = 

N
X
j=1

−1


HTi Q−1
i Hi

.

(13)
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The structure of (12) suggests that the centralized ML estimate
can be written as a combination of local ML estimates performed
at each individual node. The ML estimate based on the locally
available measurements at the i-th node is:
¢−1 T −1
¡
θ̂ i,M L = HTi Q−1
Hi Qi yi ,
(14)
i Hi

7

TABLE I
COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD AND COMPUTATIONAL COST PER ITERATION FOR
CONSENSUS-BASED ALGORITHMS

with covariance:

¢−1
¡
.
Ci , cov(θ̂ i,M L ) = HTi Q−1
i Hi

(15)

j=1

i= 1

with covariance:

CM L =

ÃN
X
i= 1

C−1
i

!−1

.

(17)

Decomposition of (16) highlights that the centralized ML can
be carried out partially by every node, with a reduced signalling
overhead if p << Mi .
B. Distributed ML Estimation based on Consensus

which is unbiased (as every local estimate is unbiased) and has
covariance:

ro
of

Inspection of (12)-(13) and (14)-(15) proves that the global estimate is the weighted linear combination of the local estimates:

−1
N
N
X
X

C−1
C−1
(16)
θ̂ M L = 
j
i θ̂ i,M L ,

IEE
j ∈Ni

based on the estimates θ̂ j (k) provided by the node neighbours
j ∈ Ni . For step-size 0 < ε < 1/∆, the estimate at each node
is known to converge to the average of the initial estimates at
the N nodes. Using for initialization the local ML estimates
θ̂ i (0) = θ̂ i,M L , the asymptotic (k → ∞) consensus estimate is:
θ̂ AC

N
1 X
θ̂ i,M L ,
, lim θ̂ i (k) =
k →∞
N i= 1

(19)

N
1 X
Ci .
N 2 i= 1

(20)

Comparison with the centralized ML estimate follows from the
harmonic-arithmetic matrix inequality [47]:
ÃN
!−1
N
X
1 X
−1
CAC = 2
Ci ≥
Ci
= CM L .
(21)
N i= 1
i= 1

The AC method is thereby suboptimal, as it does not account
for the different accuracies of the local estimates.
Concerning the communication overhead required for consensus, each node i needs to send a message msgi (k) =
{θ̂ i,AC (k)} to its neighbours at each iteration. This can be
accomplished by a broadcast communication of a packet of p
real-valued numbers per-iteration (see Table I).
2) Weighted AC (WAC): To approach the global ML performance, we introduce a weighting in the updating rule. In the
weighted average consensus method, the ith node weights the
information from other nodes by means of a p × p positivedefinite weighting matrix Wi , according to:
´
X³
θ̂ j (k) − θ̂ i (k) . (22)
θ̂ i (k + 1) = θ̂ i (k) + εWi−1

EP

In distributed estimation, nodes rely solely on local data and
on information exchanged with neighbours through neighbour
links, updating their local estimates and repeating the operations
till they all converge to the same consensus estimate. For the
updating rule we consider different approaches. The first one
is based on the conventional average consensus principle [16],
which converges to the average of the local ML estimates, considering (14) as initial node states. We then modify the updating
rule embedding weighting terms to enable convergence to the
weighted average that equals the centralized ML estimate (16).
Two different methods are proposed for weighting. The first one
allows to reach the optimal ML performance by exchanging only
the local estimates, but its drawback is the slow convergence. A
second weighted method overcomes the limit by local exchange
of accuracy information. This approach is shown to be effective
in boosting the convergence, allowing to closely approach the
performance of the centralized ML approach even in case of
undetermined local settings.
1) Average Consensus (AC): In average consensus [16] the
estimate at node i is updated at iteration k = 1, 2, . . . as:
´
X³
θ̂ j (k) − θ̂ i (k) ,
(18)
θ̂ i (k + 1) = θ̂ i (k) + ε

CAC , cov(θ̂ AC ) =

j ∈Ni

The WAC method converges to the weighted average of the
initial estimates (see proof in Appendix B):
−1

N
N
X
X
θ̂ WAC = lim θ̂ i (k) = 
Wj 
Wi θ̂ i (0), (23)
k →∞

j=1

i= 1

if the step size is chosen as 0 < ε < 2/λm ax (LWAC ),
with λm ax (·) denoting the maximum eigenvalue of the
Laplacian matrix LWAC = W−1 (L ⊗ Ip ) and W =
blockdiag(W1 , . . . , WN ) the N p × N p block-diagonal
matrix built from the N weighting matrices.
It can be seen from (23) and (16) that for the choice Wi =
ΓC−1
i , regardless of scaling factor Γ, yields θ̂ WAC = θ̂ M L .
By this choice the update term in (22) based on information
coming from neighbours is weighted by Ci : the higher is the
local estimate covariance, the higher is the reliability given to
the information provided by other nodes.
A convenient choice for selecting Γ is Wi ≥ Ip (i.e., with
eigenvalues λ (Wi ) ≥ 1). In this case, the upper bound on the
step-size ε for convergence is simplified as follows:
λ(LWAC ) ≤ λ (L ⊗ Ip ) ≤ 2∆,

(24)

8
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Note that for normalized weights as above with j ∈Ni Wj =
Ip , the consensus update can be equivalently written as:
θ̂ i (k + 1) = (1 − ε)θ̂ i (k) + ε

X

Wj θ̂ j (k).

(27)

j ∈Ni

This highlights that the estimate at step k + 1 is obtained by
updating the estimate with the weighted average of the estimates
from neighbours, with a weighting term Wj accounting for the
reliability of the estimate of the j-th node.
In terms of data exchange, at the beginning of the iterative
procedure every node has to broadcast the covariance Ci toward the set Ni of neighbouring nodes. The information to be
exchanged with neighbours is thus the set of p(p + 3)/2 parameters msgi (0) = {θ̂ i,M L , Ci } at first iteration, followed by only p
values in the subsequent iterations, msgi (k) = θ̂ i,WAC−AE (k).
In practical settings, taking into account the reduced number of
iterations with respect to WAC, this makes WAC-AE to have
similar cost in terms of message exchange with respect to the
previous two methods, with remarkable performance benefits.

ro
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being the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix upper bounded
by λ(L) ≤ 2∆ [16]. Thereby, convergence is guaranteed simply imposing ε < 1/∆. To get weights such that Wi ≥ Ip ,
PN
−1
these can be normalized to
i= 1 Wi = Ip by setting
PN
−1
Γ = ( n = 1 Cn ) . Notice that this requires each node to know
{Cn }N
n = 1 and this can be cumbersome.
This method reaches the global ML performance without increasing the amount of information exchanges between neighbours (apart from the scaling factor Γ at iteration k = 0, if used),
as the message shared between nodes is msgi (k) = θ̂ i (k).
Weighting is computed by using the local covariance and no
further information is required from neighbours.
3) Weighted AC with Accuracy Exchange (WAC-AE): As
shown later by experimental results, a limit of the WAC method
is the slow convergence in case of unbalanced covariances at
different nodes. Furthermore, the inverse of the optimal weight
−1
T
Wi = C−1
i = Hi Qi Hi cannot be evaluated if the local problem is under-determined (i.e., for Mi < p) as Wi becomes
singular (even if the global problem is over-determined). To
handle these cases, the update rule (22) can be modified by
using neighbour-specific weights when combining the errors
{θ̂ j (k) − θ̂ i (k)} from different neighbours, so as to account for
their different reliability. The consensus step is thus replaced by:
³
´
X
θ̂ i (k + 1) = θ̂ i (k) + ε
Wj θ̂ j (k) − θ̂ i (k) , (25)
j ∈Ni

We consider an P
under-determined local estimation scenario
with Mi < p and N
i= 1 Mi ≥ p, where each node i does not
possess enough measurements to estimate the common parameters θ but the fusion of measurements from the N nodes allows to turn the local under-determined problem into a global
over-determined one. In this case, the local estimates for consensus processing should be initialized with the minimum norm
solutions:

EP

with Wj positive semi-definite. The Laplacian matrix for the
above algorithm is LWAC−AE = [Lij ], block-partitioned into
N × N blocks of dimensions p × p defined as follows:


j ∈ Ni
j,
 −W
P
,
i=j
W
Lij =
.
(26)
n
n ∈Ni

 0,
otherwise

C. Distributed Estimation for Under-determined Local Setting

IEE

As proved in Appendix C, if weights commute (such
that Wj WiT = Wi WjT ), the iterations (25) converge to
(23) for 0 < ε < 2/λm ax (LWAC−AE ). The condition on the
weights is fulfilled in particular for diagonal weights, Wj =
diag (wj,1 , ..., wj,p ), or for weights Wj = wj W0 all proportional to W0 with arbitrary scaling term wj .
If we select the weights as Wj = Γj C−1
j and normalize them
P
PN
−1 −1
to j = 1 Wj = Ip by setting Γj = Γ = ( N
n = 1 Cn ) , we
get the convergence - under the above conditions - to the global
ML solution (12). This choice allows to weight the contribution provided by neighbour j proportionally to its reliability
speeding up the convergence process: the higher is the covariance of the estimate at node j, the lower is the contribution
of node j to refine the estimate at node i. Furthermore, the
maximum eigenvalue of the Laplacian is upper-bounded by
λm ax (LWAC−AE ) ≤ 2 and thus the convergence is guaranteed
for 0 < ε < 1.
For general weights such that Wj WiT 6= Wi WjT , performance are still close to the centralized ML estimate in cases of
practical interest, as shown in simulation results in Section VI.
For implementation, we can normalize
the weights for the node
P
i update according to Γi = ( m ∈Ni ∪{i} (Cm )−1 )−1 such that
P
j ∈Ni Wj = Ip ; by this choice, using 0 < ε < 1, we get a
negligible performance loss in practical cases.

θ̂ i,UD = arg min kθk2 s.t. Hi θ = yi ,

(28)

θ

or, equivalently, with θ̂ i,UD = HTi (Hi HTi )−1 yi , where Hi HTi
is assumed to be full-rank.
Using the WAC-AE method with weights Wj = ΓC−1
j =
¡ T −1 ¢
Γ Hj Qj Hj and initialization θ̂ i (0) = θ̂ i,UD , based on the
proof in Appendix C, the consensus algorithm converges to:

−1
N
N
X
X
lim θ̂ i (k) =
Wj 
Wi HTi (Hi HTi )−1 yi

k →∞

j=1


−1
N
N
X
X

=
HTj Q−1
H
HTi Q−1
j
j
i yi ,
j=1

(29)

i= 1

(30)

i= 1

which equals the global ML estimate (12). The WAC-AE
method can thus be used also in locally under-determined estimation scenarios, still guaranteeing convergence to the global
ML solution. The only difference between the under-determined
and over-determined cases relies on the local estimate initialization (28), while weighting matrices remain the same. On the
other hand, the WAC approach is not feasible as the consensus
step (22) requires the evaluation of the inverse of the weight
Wi , which is singular.
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arg min kyi −hi (θ)k2Q −1 . Note that in case of limited connec-

V. NON-LINEAR DISTRIBUTED ESTIMATION FOR
NETWORK LOCALIZATION

i

i= 1

×

N
X

HTi (k)Q−1
i (yi − hi (θ̂(k))),

i= 1

and Mi × p Jacobian matrix Hi (k) =

¯

tivity and/or large network dimensions with M0 di < Nu , the
local estimation problem becomes under-determined. Thus, the
WAC-AC algorithm must be initialized with θ̂ i,WAC−AE (0) =
θ̂ i,UD as in (28) and the local estimate in (34) is replaced by the conventional pseudo-inverse for under-determined
T
T
systems ∆θ̂ i (k) = Hi (k)(Hi (k)Hi (k))−1 ∆yi (k) according
to Section IV-C. The weighting matrix at iteration k is
Wj (k) = Γ(Cj (k))−1 , proportional to the inverse of the covariance Cj (k) of the estimate at node j, with scaling factor
P
−1 −1
Γ =( N
j = 1 (Cj (k)) ) .

ro
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with kyi − hi (θ)k2Q −1 = (yi − hi (θ))T Q−1
i (yi − hi (θ)). The
i
solution is not available in closed form but it can be evaluated
numerically by the Gauss-Newton algorithm [48] with estimate
refinements through iterations k = 0, 1, . . . as:

−1
N
X

θ̂(k + 1) = θ̂(k) + 
HTj (k)Q−1
j Hj (k)
j=1

i

θ

We now consider the non-linear problem (10) of networklocalization as formulated in Section III. The global non-linear
ML estimate of the Nu locations θ based on all of the available
D2D measurements is:
N
X
θ̂ M L = arg min
(31)
kyi −hi (θ)k2Q −1 ,
θ

9

∂ h i (θ) ¯
∂ θ ¯θ= θ̂ (k ) .
i

(32)

Ac-

In this section, the experimental dataset described in Section II
is exploited to validate the distributed calibration and localization methods proposed in Section IV and V, respectively, in
a representative indoor environment. The goal of network calibration is to estimate the common network-state parameters
θ = [µP ,0 , γP , µΣ,0 , γΣ ]T and QP Σ by means of distributed
processing performed at Na < N anchor nodes of known positions. Network localization is then discussed for the estimation of the locations of the remaining Nu = N − Na nodes,
θ = [qT1 · · · qTN u ]T , assuming the network-state parameters as
known.

EP

cording to the network-localization problem formulation in
Section III, the elements of Hi (k) are obtained by evaluating
the derivatives of hij (θ) = µ(||qi − qj ||) with respect to the
nth node location qn = [qn 1 qn 2 ]T , according to (4) and (6),
which yields:

 10 qTj − qTi
γ
, for n = i or n = j
∂hij (θ) 
2
Dij
= ln 10
(33)

∂qn

0,
otherwise

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF DISTRIBUTED NETWORK
CALIBRATION AND LOCALIZATION

IEE

with γ = [γP , γΣ ]T for n = i and γ = −[γP , γΣ ]T for n = j.
For distributed implementation of (31), we propose to employ
the consensus-based WAC-AE method, adapting the processing
to handle the non-linear nature of the estimation problem. We
apply the consensus update rule to the linear model obtained
by linearizing (10), at each node and for each consensus step,
interleaving the iterations of the Gauss-Newton algorithm with
those for consensus. Information exchange guarantees that every
node can retrieve the positions of all nodes regardless of the connectivity. Specifically, at each iteration k, node i linearizes the
model hi (θ) around the previous step estimate θ̂ i,WAC−AE (k),
then it finds the ML solution to the linear problem and applies
a consensus step based on information provided by neighbours.
The iterative implementation can be summarized as follows:
Linearization: Hi (k) =

∂ h i (θ)
∂ θ |θ= θ̂ i , WAC-AE (k )

∆yi (k) = yi − hi (θ̂ i,WAC-AE (k))
T

Local estimate: ∆θ̂ i (k) = Ci (k)Hi (k)Q−1
i ∆yi (k)
ML update:

θ̂ i (k) = θ̂ i,WAC-AE (k) + ∆θ̂ i (k)

Consensus:

θ̂ i,WAC-AE (k + 1) = θ̂ i (k)
P
+ε
Wj (θ̂ j (k) − θ̂ i (k))
j ∈Ni

(34)
T
−1
with Ci (k) = (Hi (k)Q−1
H
(k))
,
and
initialization
to
the
i
i
local ML estimate at node i: θ̂ i,WAC−AE (0) = θ̂ i,M L =

A. Moment-based Network Calibration

The common parameters, θ = [µP ,0 , γP , µΣ,0 , γΣ ]T and
QP Σ , are herein estimated considering the Na = 8 anchors in
Fig. 2. In each link, M0 = 15 measurements are collected for
the estimation. The centralized estimate θ̂ M L is computed as in
(12), using Qi = Ip (the covariance in this setting is unknown)
and p = 4. The estimate of the channel covariance matrix is then
obtained by reconstructing the Gaussian deviation to the chan(m )
(m )
nel model mean as ∆b
yij = yij − Hij θ̂ M L and computing
the sample covariance as follows:
X
1
(m )
(m )T
b P Σ,M L =
∆b
yij ∆b
yij .
(35)
Q
PN
M0 i= 1 di i,j,m
The obtained radio-environment parameters are: µP ,0 =
−33.41 dB, γP = 4.4, µΣ,0 = −1.537 log dB2 , γΣ = −0.675,
ρ = −0.25, σP = 8.72 dB, σΣ = 3.5 log dB2 .
For distributed estimation, we consider all of the methods presented in Section IV-B, namely the distributed AC
(D-AC) algorithm (18), the D-WAC (22) and the D-WACAE (25). The estimate of QP Σ is obtained once the consensus on θ has been reached, by locally reconstructing the
(m )
measurement errors ∆b
yij , computing the sample covariance
P
(m )
(m )T
b P Σ,i = 1
as Q
∆b
y ∆b
y
and implementing a
M 0 di

i,j,m

ij

ij

b P Σ,i .
consensus algorithm as in (18), adapted for Q
In Fig. 6, the estimates of the environment-dependent parameters are shown for all of the distributed methods over
the iterations and compared to the centralized ML estimates.
The step size has been set to ε = 0.95εm ax , with εm ax = 1/∆
for D-AC method, εm ax = 2/λm ax (LWAC ) for D-WAC method
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Fig. 6. Consensus on µ P , 0 (left) and γΣ (right): D-AC (top), D-WAC (center)
and D-WAC-AE (bottom) methods compared to the C-MLE (dashed line).
Estimated parameters are shown for all 8 anchors over iterations. Different
scales are used for the iteration axis to account for the different convergence
rate of the distributed methods.

IEE

and εm ax = 1 for D-WAC-AE method. As expected, the D-AC
method does not converge to the centralized estimate, since no
accuracy information is exchanged among nodes. On the other
hand, the use of weighting before data fusion allows the D-WAC
method to converge to the centralized estimate, though with a
pretty slow rate. The D-WAC-AE method does not converge
exactly to the optimal parameter set, but it closely approaches it
and converges faster than the other weighted consensus methods.
Though it requires a slightly higher communication overhead in
the initialization step to share the estimate covariances between
nodes (O(p2 /2) per link, as in Table I), in subsequent iterations
the overhead reduces to p parameters per link (as for D-WAC),
without any meaningful performance loss. In Fig. 7 the performances of centralized and distributed estimation algorithms
are also compared in terms of root mean square error (RMSE),
with inaccuracies averaged over all nodes. For all the proposed
methods, the RMSE is computed vs. the number of consensus
iterations: Fig. 7-(a) shows the RMSE for θ while Fig. 7-(b) is
for QP Σ .
In the investigated case study, the D-WAC-AE method is
the one that provided the best performance trade-off in terms
of convergence rate, estimation accuracy and communication

Fig. 7. Error performance of distributed (D) consensus-based algorithms compared to the centralized approach (C-MLE) for estimation of parameters θ
(a) and Q P Σ (b).

overhead. On the other hand, D-WAC guarantees optimal convergence but with a higher number of iterations.
B. Moment-based Network Localization
Distributed network localization is implemented using the
non-linear estimation methods in Section V. The experimental scenario of Fig. 2 is considered with the Na = 8 anchors
(previously used for calibration) acting as reference nodes and
the remaining Nu = 9 to be cooperatively localized. To test
the methods in critical conditions with under-determined local
estimation settings, a single observation of mean power and variance is considered on each link, i.e., M0 = 1. The D-WAC-AE
method is implemented, while D-WAC cannot be considered
due to the limited node-to-node connectivity: since the network
does not have all-to-all connectivity, some nodes have di < Nu
and thus p = 2Nu > Mi .
The performance of distributed network localization is first
evaluated on data simulated according to the selected experimental scenario, using the same network layout and propagation
parameters obtained during the calibration (Section VI-A). An
example of network localization by the D-WAC-AE and D-AC

11
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Fig. 9. Distributed network localization (D-AC method) with N u = 9 agents
(coloured circles) and N a = 8 anchors (blu triangles). Point markers represent
successive refinements of each position estimate obtained by the N u nodes.
A detailed view of these trajectories is shown for 4 nodes 9, 2, 6, 4 with
corresponding colours.

methods is in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. In this case, for visualization purposes the channel standard deviation parameters
σP and σΣ have been reduced by a factor 2. The step size has
been set to ε = 0.98/∆ and ε = 0.98 for D-AC and D-WACAE, respectively. The figures show the successive refinements
of the Nu position estimates obtained by each node and, in
the subfigures, 4 selected localization outcomes are highlighted
(point markers, with different colours, refer to the local position
estimates performed by each node). The WAC-AE algorithm is
shown to converge close to the true positions and to outperform
the conventional consensus approach.
In order to better investigate the performance in underdetermined local setting conditions, in Fig. 10 the RMSE of
the location estimates θ is shownPwith respect to the degree
N
of inter-node connectivity η = N1
i= 1 di /Nu , defined as the
average number of local observations at each node normalized
to the total number of unknowns (or, equivalently, the average
node degree divided by the number of nodes to be localized).
As shown in the two experimental deployments at the bottom
of the figure, the number of anchors has been reduced to stress
the under-determined conditions. Different levels of connectivity are considered, with η ranging from a low cooperation
scenario (η = 0.8) to an all-to-all cooperation scenario (herein
corresponding to η = 1.18). Performances are evaluated for the

proposed distributed algorithm (D-WAC-AE), the centralized
one (C-MLE), the conventional average consensus (D-AC) and
the Cramer Rao accuracy bound (CRB) shown as reference.
As expected, performance improvements are observed when
increasing the degree of connectivity. Moreover, the observed
RMSE of the D-WAC-AE algorithm is around 3 m (4 m in the
worst case), which means that the nodes are mostly localized
in the correct rooms (of dimensions 3 m × 6 m) even in conditions of severely limited connectivity. The proposed distributed
approach enables self-localization also in the low cooperation
scenario with η = 0.8, which is very critical: as highlighted in
the bottom-left graph of Fig. 10, most of the network nodes
(highlighted in red) are weakly connected and could not be
localized without cooperation, i.e., only the nodes highlighted
in green can be estimated in a conventional (non-cooperative)
localization.
In Fig. 11, a scatter plot of the estimated positions at convergence is given for the D-WAC-AE method (coloured dots). Average performances are also evaluated by computing the 2 × 2
qi − qi )T ]
mean square error matrix MSE = E[(b
qi − qi )(b
over 200 independent observations, for both the D-WAC-AE
and the centralized methods. The corresponding error ellipses
at 39% confidence (under the Gaussian approximation) are
plotted around the unknown nodes. The D-WAC-AE method

IEE

Fig. 8. Distributed network localization (D-WAC-AE method) with N u = 9
agents (coloured circles) and N a = 8 anchors (blu triangles). Point markers
represent successive refinements of each position estimate obtained by the N u
nodes. A detailed view of these trajectories is shown for 4 nodes 9, 2, 6, 4 with
corresponding colours.
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Fig. 12. Network localization accuracy: conventional method (D-AC) with
mean power measurements only (light blue ellipse), distributed WAC-AE (red
ellipse), and CRB (black ellipse).

Fig. 13. Scatter plot of the location estimates at each of the N u nodes (different
colours) for all the network-localization algorithms: centralized (gray square),
D-AC (gray triangle) and D-WAC-AE (coloured circle) estimates, connected to
the true nodes’ positions.

EP

Fig. 10. RMSE of the location estimates versus the under/over determination
factor η, i.e., the average node degree divided by the number of nodes to be localized, for distributed (D-AC, D-WAC-AE) and centralized (C-MLE) algorithms
compared to the CRB. The network connectivity is shown for respectively the
low (bottom-left) and the all-to-all (bottom-right) cooperation scenarios.
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15 location estimates for all of the unknown nodes is shown in
Fig. 13 for the D-AC and D-WAC-AE methods at convergence
and the centralized one. The D-WAC-AE algorithm approaches
the centralized ML estimate, being closer to the true positions
of the nodes, while the D-AC method is quite far from it.

Fig. 11. Scatter plot of the location estimates for the D-WAC-AE method
with corresponding colour coding. Performance in term of localization error for
distributed D-WAC-AE (black ellipse) and centralized (red ellipse) estimate.

(black ellipse) is shown to closely approach the centralized ML
estimate (red ellipse).
Moreover, in Fig. 12, the conventional D-AC method based
on mean-RSS observations only [21], [17] is compared with
the proposed D-WAC-AE method in terms of average accuracy,
represented by uncertainty ellipses. The D-WAC-AE method
(orange ellipse) is shown to outperform the conventional method
(light blue ellipse) and to approach the CRB superimposed as a
reference (black ellipse) [46].
We finally consider the application of the distributed networklocalization algorithms to the experimental dataset, where 15
independent measurements of mean power and variance are
collected in each link and used for the evaluation of 15 estimates
of the network topology at each node. The scatter plot of the

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a new class of weighted consensus algorithms that let the nodes of a dense D2D wireless
network to self-learn the network state and perform network
localization. A new analytical framework is also proposed to
model the channel statistics over the wireless links, as instrumental to the design of the distributed estimation tasks. The
model is corroborated by an experimental case study in a representative indoor environment: in particular, we showed that the
first two moments of the RSS, namely the average power (which
accounts for the static channel component) and the log-variance
(which accounts for the dynamic one), can be modelled as jointly
Gaussian with average linearly related to the log-distance of
links. We then proposed a distributed network calibration procedure for self-learning of the model parameters based on the
weighted average consensus approach. Finally, the proposed analytical framework has been exploited for network localization,
where the weighted-consensus method was shown to enable a
fast estimation of the whole network topology at each node,
regardless of the limited local connectivity and/or availability
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of reference nodes. Performance gains in terms of convergence
speed and position accuracy with respect to conventional methods are validated based on indoor field measurements. Although
we considered network calibration and localization as separate,
but related, stages to comply with typical network management
procedures, simultaneous calibration and localization might be
considered as future research. The extension is however not
straightforward, as the conditions for convergence should be
verified.

showing that (38)-(39) satisfy the following conditions:
Ã
!−1
X
Wm
(1T L ⊗ Ip ) = 0p×pN = 0p×p V0T
V0T LWAC =
m

LWAC U0 = W−1 (L1N ⊗Ip ) = 0N p×p = U0 0p×p
V0T U0 = Ip .

P=

×I0

αr

2e

s

ϕ(K)(1 + ϕ(K))
ϕ(P )

!

,

(36)

where I0 (·) denotes the zeroth order Bessel function of the first
kind, while ϕ(·) = 10(·)/10 and ϕ−1 (·) = 10 log10 (·) account
for the dB-linear conversion. The K-factor K = ϕ−1 (Kl ) and
the power P = ϕ−1 (Pl ) are in dB scale.
APPENDIX B
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Collecting the N estimates of the p parameters for the N
T
T
nodes into the N p × 1 vector θ̂(k) = [θ̂ 1 (k) · · · θ̂ N (k)]T , the
WAC algorithm (22) for i = 1, . . . , N reads:
θ̂(k + 1) = (IN p − εLWAC ) θ̂(k) = Pθ̂(k),

(37)

with Perron matrix P = IN p − εLWAC . Recalling that the
Laplacian matrix is LWAC = W−1 L̃ with L̃ = L ⊗ Ip , we consider the matrix eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) LWAC =
UΛVT , where U = [u1 · · · uN p ] and V = [v1 · · · vN p ] are the
N p × N p matrices of, respectively, the right and left eigenvectors, and Λ = diag(λ1 , . . . , λN p ) collects the eigenvalues in
non-decreasing order. Since L has a trivial eigenvalue equal to
0, taking into account the Kronecker structure of L̃, the first p
eigenvalues of LWAC are λ1 = . . . = λp = 0. The corresponding left and right eigenvectors are:
U0 = [u1 · · · up ] = 1 ⊗ Ip
V0 = [v1 · · · vp ] = WT (1N ⊗Ip )

(38)
Ã

X
m

T
Wm

!−1

+

Np
X

µn un vnT ,

ro
of

2αe2α r (1 + ϕ(K)) − e 2 α r ϕ( 1(+P ϕ) ( K ) ) −ϕ(K )
e
ϕ(P )
Ã

U0 V0T

. (39)

The above results can be proved by exploiting the doubly
stochastic property of L, i.e., 1T L = 0 and L1 = 0, and by

(41)

n =p+ 1

with eigenvalues µn = 1 − ελn , n = 1, . . . , N p. According to
(41), consensus iterations (37) become:
θ̂(k + 1) = Pk + 1 θ̂(k) = U0 V0T θ̂(0)
+

Np
X

µkn+ 1 un vnT θ̂(0).

(42)

n =p+ 1

For |µn | = |1 − ελn | < 1 or, equivalently, 0 < ε <
2/λm ax (LWAC ), it is µkn+ 1 → 0 for k → ∞ and thus the N node
estimates tend to U0 V0T θ̂(0). Furthermore, using the result
(38)-(39) on the eigenvectors {U0 , V0 } associated to the
unitary eigenvalues, we get that:
 (∞) 
θ̂
 . 
T

θ̂(k + 1) → U0 V0 θ̂(0) =  .. 
(43)
,
(∞)
θ̂

EP

fRSS (r) =

(40)

We can thus write the EVD of P as:

APPENDIX A
According to the Rician fading assumption, the baseband
channel for the generic link is h ∼ CN (µh , σh2 ), complex
Gaussian with mean µh and variance σh2 . The envelope is Rician distributed, |h| ∼ R(Kl , Pl ), with K-factor Kl = |µh |2 /σh2
and average power Pl = E[|h|2 ] = σh2 (1 + Kl ) here expressed
in linear scale. The distribution of the channel power in dB
scale, RSS = 20 log10 |h|, can be¯ evaluated from the Rician
pdf f|h| (x) as fRSS (r) = f|h| (x)¯x=g −1 (r ) / |g ′ (x)|x=g −1 (r ) =
f|h| (exp(αx))α exp(αx), with r = g(x) = 20 log10 x and α =
ln 10/20. We get the log-Rician pdf:
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P
P
(∞)
with θ̂
= ( m Wm )−1 N
i= 1 Wi θ̂ i (0). We can conclude
that for 0 < ε < 2/λm ax (LWAC ) the N node estimates converge
to the weighted average of the initial states {θ̂ i (0)}.
APPENDIX C

Similarly to (37), the WAC-AE algorithm (25) for i =
1, . . . , N can be rewritten as:
θ̂(k + 1) = (IN p − εLWAC−AE ) θ̂(k) = Pθ̂(k),

(44)

with Perron matrix P = IN p − εLWAC−AE and Laplacian
LWAC−AE block-partitioned as in (26). Denoting the EVD of
LWAC−AE as in Appendix B, with eigenvalues {λn } sorted
in non-decreasing order, it can be seen that the first p eigenvalues are λ1 = . . . = λp = 0. The corresponding right eigenvectors are U0 = 1N ⊗Ip , as it is LWAC−AE U0 = 0N p×p .
The left eigenvectors are V0 such that V0T LWAC−AE =
0p×pN and V0T U0 = Ip . Define the N p × p matrix W =
[W1 , ..., WN ]T , if weights are such that Wj WiT = Wi WjT ,
it is straightforward to see that W T L = 0 and the left eigen¢
¡P
T −1
vectors of LWAC−AE are given by V = W
.
m Wm
The Perron matrix has the same eigenvectors with eigenvalues
µn = 1 − ελn , n = 1, . . . , N p. It follows that:
P = U0 V0T +

Np
X

n =p+ 1

µn un vnT ,

(45)
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and, from (44),
θ̂(k + 1) = (IN p − εLWAC−AE )k + 1 θ̂(k)
= U0 V0T θ̂(0) +

Np
X

(46)

µkn+ 1 un vnT θ̂(0). (47)

n =p+ 1

Since it is 0 ≤ λn ≤ λm ax (LWAC−AE ), for step-size 0 < ε <
2/λm ax (LWAC−AE ), it is |µn | = |1 − ελn | < 1 for n > p and
thus for k → ∞ the N estimates tend to:

= (1N ⊗Ip )

Ã

X
m

Wm

!−1




W T θ̂(0) = 


θ̂

(∞)

..
.
θ̂



ro
of

θ̂(k + 1) → U0 V0T θ̂(0)

(∞)


,


P
P
(∞)
with θ̂ =( m Wm )−1 i Wi θ̂ i (0). It follows that for 0 <
ε < 2/λm ax (LWAC−AE ) the estimate at each node converges to
the weighted average of the initial estimates {θ̂ i (0)}.
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